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In Australia CoreControl™ is distributed exclusively  
by Industrial Protective Products WA.

CoreControl™
Scientifically proven  
heat stress solution.

CoreControl™ is cutting edge technology developed for core 

body heat extraction via a hand held device. CoreControl™ is 

extremely efficient for heat extraction working with the human 

body’s natural adaptations for thermoregulation. 

This technology has recently arrived in Australia, and 

the device can be used for both industrial and personal 

applications: CoreControl™ Pro and RTX.  

CoreControl™ was invented and developed by Stanford 

University researchers in conjunction with the United States 

Military Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA). 

CoreControl™ is simple to use, painless, non-invasive, safe  

and effective.

How Core Control™ works:

• As body temperature rises, stress is placed on the core 

organs leading to fatigue and loss of strength, endurance 

and cognitive functions.  

• Blood is pumped to surfaces of the body that radiate 

heat when metabolism increases, such as during exercise 

or heat stress.  The palms of the hands are one of these 

surfaces.  

• To enable the body to recover to its optimal working 

levels, body temperature must be reduced.  

• CoreControl™ enhances heat extraction through these 

radiator surfaces of the hand by amplifying local blood 

flow using a hand held device that has the combination  

of carefully controlled temperature settings and a  

slight vacuum.  

• The combined application enhances the natural heat 

exchange of these radiator structures, cooling a person 

effectively and efficiently to a normal body temperature.

• When utilizing CoreControl™, the skin is not noticeably 

cooler to touch or feel as perceived skin temperature 

does not directly equate to critical core body temperature. 

Most temperature sensors are on the skin, not deep within 

the core body making it difficult to sense the change. 

• Other cooling products including misting fans, wet towels, 

cooling vests, neckties, chill packs or ice water do not 

work as effectively as CoreControl™.

Be quick to secure your Core Control™. 

Sales Enquiries: enquiries@rtxcorecontrol.com.au  or call  +61 8 9330 6355 

Enables people working in elevated temperatures to recover safely and 
quickly from heat stress.  
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